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SUMMARY

Introduction: Fibrous dysplasia is an osseous lesion with an unknown etiology. It is characterized by the osseous

maturation insufficiency. It may affect any bone, but the affection of craniofacial bones is the most

critical for otorhinolaryngology. Maxilla is the most affected facial bone and the orbitary invasion is

an uncommon event. The symptoms are unspecific and for its low suspicion and uncommonness,

the diagnosis is generally late. The monostotic form presents a slow growth and asymptomatic course

and needs to be followed up. The polyostotic type has a progressive behavior and is associated to

recurrence and complications.

Objective: To present two cases of patients with fibrous dysplasia diagnosis and describe the clinical presentation,

radiological findings and the treatment of this pathology.

Cases Report: Two cases of fibrous dysplasia are reported, which initially presented unspecific symptomatology, but

with characteristic radiologic signs. They were submitted to surgical treatment for resection of the

lesions and evolved with frequent recurrences with extensive affection of the facial sinuses, one patient

had cranial base invasion and frontal craniotomy was needed for tumoral excision.

Final Comments: Fibrous dysplasia is an uncommon osteopathy. The tomography is the choice method for characterization

of the tumoral expansion, and helps in the surgical planning. The surgical strategy is indicated for

symptomatic lesions, functions alterations or anatomic disorders. This article describes two uncommon

manifestations of recurrent fibrous dysplasia with an extensive affection of anthro maxillary, ethmoidal

and sphenoid sinuses, in addition to orbitary and cranial base invasion.
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INTRODUCTION

The fibrous dysplasia (FD) is an uncommon

pseudotumor, of  benign and recurrent nature, with a still

unknown etiology. It consists of the replacement of the

normal bone for a disorganized fibrous tissue containing

immature osteoid trabeculas, similar to Chinese characters.

This tumor affects mostly white race individuals, during the

childhood and adolescence, with a discreet predilection for

the female sex (1,2).

It is specially important in otorhinolaryngology for

being uncommon, with unspecific symptomatology, which

often leads to a late diagnosis for the low suspicion. It has

a predilection for facial and cranial bones and may also

affect long bones. The FD generally has an asymptomatic

course due to the low growth and tendency for stabilization

after puberty (1,2). Only in a few cases has it an aggressive

behavior, and causes anatomic disorders and deformities

(3,4,5). The malignant transformation is observed in 1% of

the cases (6,7).

This article describes two unusual manifestations of

fibrous dysplasia characterized by the early recurrences

with an extensive affection of the paranasal sinuses and

aggressive behavior with orbitary and cranial base invasion.

CASE REPORT

Case 1: Male patient aged 7 years, with complaint

of moderate frontal headache, vertigo and recurrent

epistaxis for 2 years. He evolves with self-mutilating

psychiatric alterations, obstruction and enlarging of the

nasal base; in addition to left exophthalmia, without visual

deficit. The nasal obstruction, initially to the left, progressed

contralaterally and damaged breathing and sleep. Computed

Tomography (CT) was carried out in August 2002, which

confirmed the expansive lesion with osseous density and

ground glass appearance, with isocenter in nasal cavities,

and suggested fibrous dysplasia. It expanded upwards to

the ethmoidal sinuses and the anterior cranial cavity.

Downwards, there was an enlargement and invasion of the

left maxillary infundibulum and; in the middle it displaced

the left orbit medial wall and caused compression on the

medial rectus muscle and I degree bulbar proptosis. He

was submitted to antrectomy and orbitary decompression

to the left. The histopathological diagnosis confirmed

normal osseous replacement for fibrous tissue containing

immature and disorganized osteoid trabeculas. One year

after the surgery, the symptoms returned. A new CT

confirmed an expansive process with osseous density at

ethmoidal level, part of the sphenoid bone and nasal

cavities, that involved the left orbit and frontal sinus, as well

as an infection of the left maxillary sinus (Picture 1). An

antrectomy was carried out in 2004. After six months of

follow up, there was no clinical nor radiologic abnormalities.

However, there was a new recurrence after one year of

follow up, with the facial CT showing a recurrent lesion in

the left maxillary and sphenoid sinuses, ethmoidal and

frontal sinuses (Picture 2). He was again submitted to

surgery and there was a new recurrence in 2007. The

paranasal sinuses CT showed hyperostosis on the facial

bones with ground glass appearance, that suggested fibrous

dysplasia. A fourth surgery was carried out in January 2008,

that consisted of an ethmoid-maxilarectomy via degloving

and bilateral frontal craniotomy for resection of the lesion

affecting the sphenoid. The histopathological exam

diagnosed fibrous dysplasia (Picture 3). The patient evolved

well without signs of liquoric fistula and with improvement

of the facial deformity.

Case 2: 25-year-old female patient with history of

moderate pain and convexity in the maxillary and zygomatic

region for 2 years. In June 2007, the facial sinuses CT

revealed a solid lesion to the left that invaded the maxillary

sinus with extension to the orbit, frontal and ethmoidal

sinus, nasal cavity and ipsilateral pharynx, as well as

osseous destruction and proptosis of the left ocular globe

(Picture 4). She was submitted to upper left maxillary

osteotomy. The histopathological diagnosis confirmed

normal osseous replacement for fibrous tissue containing

immature and disorganized osteoid trabeculas. Eight months

after the surgery, the symptoms returned, and there was a

new recurrence, with CT showing a lesion in the left

maxillary sinus, ethmoidal and frontal sinuses and proptosis

in the left ocular globe. In April 2008, a new osteotomy of

the left upper maxilla was performed with resection of the

expansive lesion. The histopathological exam diagnosed

fibrous dysplasia. The patient evolved without complaints

and improvement of the facial deformity.

DISCUSSION

The fibrous dysplasia is an uncommon benign tumor

lesion of recurrent nature with a still unknown etiology. It

consists of an alteration of the osseous maturation, and

there is normal bone substitution by a disorganized fibrous

tissue that contains immature curvilinear osteoid trabeculas,

similar to Chinese letters (1). The craniofacial FD represents

approximately 2.5% of the osseous tumors and 7.5% of the

benign osseous tumors. It affects mostly white individuals,

with a discreet predilection for the female sex (2).

The fibrous dysplasia presents two clinical standards.

The monostotic standard is more frequent and corresponds

to 70% of the cases; it occurs in a single bone or in

contiguous bones. The polyostotic standard is found when
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several bones are affected. A specific form is called

McCune-Albright’s syndrome, consists of the polyostotic

type followed by cutaneous hyperpigmentation and early

puberty, and is responsible for 3% of the cases with

prevalence of the female sex (1,2,3).

Picture 1. Computed Tomography coronal cut showing a

tumor affecting the ethmoid, sphenoid, nasal cavities, left

orbit and frontal sinus, as well as the left anthro maxillary.

Picture 2. Computed tomography axial cut confirming an

expansive lesion with osseous density and recurrent ground

glass appearance affecting the ethmoidal sinuses and anterior

cranial cavity, invasion of the left maxillary infundibulum and

displacing the left orbit medial wall with bulbar proptosis.

Picture 3. The histopathological diagnosis confirmed normal

osseous replacement for fibrous tissue containing immature

and disorganized osteoid trabeculas (40X). Picture 4. Computed tomography axial cut showing a tumor

at the left, invading the maxillary sinus with extension orbit,

frontal and ethmoidal sinus, nasal cavity and ipsilateral

pharynx, as well as osseous destruction and proptosis of the

left ocular globe.

In both cases presented, there was a contiguous

affection restricted to the craniofacial bones and

corresponding to the monostotic standard. In spite of being

frequent, the affection of these bones in the monostotic

form is less common, since the FD has a predilection for
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long bones (such as ribs, femur and tibia). The craniofacial

involvement hits 25% in the monostotic and 50% in the

polyostotic standard (1). In the face, the maxilla is the most

affected bone, followed by the jaw. The frontal, temporal

and clivus bones are less affected (10). The extension to

the orbit is rare, and the cranial base invasion is an

uncommon event (4,5,10,12).

Because they are uncommon tumors, with unspecific

symptomatology and affect craniofacial bones, they have

a special importance for otorhinolaryngology. The diagnosis

is generally late for its low suspicion (1). When monostotic,

the FD generally presents an asymptomatic or slight

symptoms course, with insidious growth and tendency for

stabilization after puberty. The discovery is usually incidental.

Only in a few cases can it have a more aggressive growth,

with quick growth, and provoke pain, nasal obstruction and

exophthalmia. The polyostotic form is associated to a

progressive affection, high probability of complications

and recurrences at the adult age (3,4,5,12). In the cases

reported, the symptoms started approximately 2 years

before (nasal obstruction, headache, vertigo). These are

unspecific and insidious pictures that evolved with aesthetic

alterations, such as convexity of the nasal pyramid and

ocular proptosis.

In advanced stages, the FD causes deformities and

disorders, so that the symptoms relate to the affected area.

The main symptoms are neurosensorial dysacusis, stenosis

of the auditory meatus, unilateral and bilateral nasal

obstruction, intense headache, exophthalmia (4,5,12). There

may also be commitment of the trigeminal, facial nerves

and other cranial pairs (2.9). The malignant transformation

is observed in 1% of the cases, generally for osteosarcoma

(6,7).

The imaging methods are critical for the

characterization of the lesion and analysis of the tumoral

expansion, and helps the surgical planning and the

longitudinal follow up of the patients operated (8). The

computed tomography has a higher accuracy than simple

radiography (3). The radiologic forms are described: (1)

the compact form is the most common (50% of the cases)

and has a homogeneous standard, with “ground glass”

appearance imaging; (2) the lytic lesion has an uneven

nature surrounded by a high density margin; and (3) the

mixed form, that presents radiolucent areas alternating

with radiopaque areas (2,3,8).

The main differential diagnosis are: hyperostosis,

osteoma, osteosarcoma, cordoma, hyperostotic

menyngioma, brown tumor of the hyperthyroidism and

ossifying fibroma (1.3). The latter is important for the

clinical and radiologic similarity and must be diagnosed by

histopathological exam (3.14).

Patients with small asymptomatic lesions require a

follow up and there is no need for resection or surgical

reconstruction. We must perform biopsy for diagnostic

confirmation and a strict follow up with control CT. The

surgical strategy is indicated for symptomatic lesions and it

may be carried out at any age in case of stressed disorder

or extensive affection. Many times it is not possible to

perform the full excision of the lesions due to the degree

of affection and the non-designing of tumoral margins

(2.9). The fibrous dysplasia does not respond to radiotherapy

and is considered to be a factor for malignization of the

lesion (10).

In both cases described there was organic dysfunction

and extensive tumoral invasion causing facial deformities,

hence the choice of surgical intervention. In the first case,

we carried out ethmoid-maxilarectomy via degloving

followed by bilateral frontal craniotomy for tumoral excision

that invaded the cranial base. In the second case, we opted

for upper maxillary antrectomy for tumoral resection.  Both

patients evolved with remission of the symptoms, good

aesthetic results and did not present with new recurrences

during the postoperative follow up.

The osseous reconstructions are favorable in case of

anatomic distortions, functional alterations and compression

of cranial nerves, and more indicated after stabilization of

the tumoral growth and must be immediately performed

after a large resection of the osseous lesions (9). The

autologous osseous grafts or synthetic methylmetacrilate.

The results are promising when helped by new technologies

in the surgical planning such as the virtual three dimensions

(3D) computed tomography (15,16).

Currently, the modified intranasal endoscopic

procedure of Lothrop has been used in the treatment of

chronic sinusitis and tumors of the frontal sinus. It offers

advantages on the open techniques for the minor surgical

time and hospital permanence in the postoperative, as

well as less intraoperative and postoperative complications

(11).

FINAL COMMENTS

The fibrous dysplasia is an uncommon osteopathy

with unknown etiology. It is important for

otorhinolaryngology because it affects craniofacial bones,

and the maxilla is the most affected bone in the face. It has

an unspecific symptomatology and the orbitary invasion is

a rare event. The monostotic has an asymptomatic course,

with a slow growth and stabilization after puberty, and only

needs follow up. The polyostotic type has a progressive

behavior and associates with complications and recurrences.

The tomography is the choice in the characterization of the
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tumoral expansion, and helps in the surgical planning. The

surgical strategy is indicated in symptomatic lesions,

functional alterations and anatomic distortions. Endoscopic

resections offer the advantages on the open techniques for

being minimally invasive, with less intraoperative and

postoperative complications. New techniques and osseous

reconstructions from autologous or synthetic osseous grafts

guided by 3D computed tomography for the surgical

planning have been showing promising aesthetic and

functional results.
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